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Summary:
Early embryos must rapidly generate large numbers of cells to form an organism. Many species
accomplish this through a series of rapid, reductive, and transcriptionally silent cleavage
divisions. Previous work has demonstrated that before both cell cycle elongation and zygotic
genome activation (ZGA), the number of divisions is regulated by the ratio of nuclear content to
cytoplasm (N/C). To understand how the N/C ratio affects the timing of ZGA we directly assayed
the behavior of several previously identified N/C-ratio-dependent genes using the MS2-MCP
reporter system in living Drosophila embryos with altered ploidy and cell cycle time. For every
gene that we examined, we found that transcription is delayed in haploids. The N/C ratio
influences transcription through two separate modes of action. For many genes the effect of
ploidy can be entirely accounted for by changes in cell cycle duration. However, for a subset of
genes the N/C ratio directly affects the probability of transcription initiation. While it appears that
cell cycle duration is the dominant component in modulating transcription for most genes, our
data demonstrate that the regulatory elements of at least some genes respond directly to the
N/C-ratio, independent of interphase length.
Key words: Zygotic genome activation, ZGA, Maternal to zygotic transition, MZT, Mid-blastula
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Introduction:
The early embryo of many fast, externally developing species is largely transcriptionally silent
during the rapid cleavage stage preceding a developmental transition known as the midblastula
transition (MBT) (Newport and Kirschner, 1982a,b). At the MBT, the cell cycle slows and major
zygotic genome activation (ZGA) occurs (Schulz and Harrison, 2019; Vastenhouw et al., 2019;
Lefebvre and Lecuyer, 2018; Liu and Grosshans, 2017; Jukam et al., 2017; Yuan et al., 2016;
Blythe and Wieschaus, 2015a; Harrison and Eisen, 2015). The timing of both cell cycle slowing
and ZGA are controlled by the ratio of nuclear material, likely DNA, to cytoplasm (N/C ratio), as
seen from previous studies that used manipulations in ploidy, injection of exogenous DNA,
removal of cytoplasm, or changes in cell size to alter this ratio (Figure 1A) (Newport and
Kirschner, 1982a; Edgar et al., 1986; Almouzni and Wolffe, 1995; Lee et al., 2001; Dekens et
al., 2003; Lu et al., 2009; Jevtic and Levy, 2015; Chen et al., 2019; Chan et al., 2019)
Since transcription and the cell cycle are tightly coupled, disentangling which is upstream during
the MBT has remained difficult (Jukam et al., 2017; Ferree et al., 2016). On the one hand,
transcript accumulation is necessarily dependent on the length of the transcriptional window, i.e.
interphase duration (Shermoen and O’Farrell, 1991; Rothe et al., 1992; Yuan et al., 2016).
Indeed, artificial manipulation of the cell cycle results in corresponding changes to the timing of
ZGA in frogs, fish, and flies (Edgar and Schubiger, 1986; Kimelman et al., 1987; Collart et al.,
2013; Chan et al., 2019; Strong et al., 2017), and pharmacological inhibition of transcription
does not affect cell cycle behavior in frogs or fish (Newport and Dasso, 1989; Clute and Masui,
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1995; Hadzhiev et al., 2019; Müller et al., 2001). In Drosophila and zebrafish, it has been
observed that the majority of the early transcripts are short and lack introns, leading to the
suggestion that the early interphases simply are not long enough to sustain robust transcription
of most genes (McKnight and Miller, 1976; Shermoen and O’Farrell, 1991; Rothe et al.,
1992; De Renzis et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2013; Heyn et al., 2014; Kwasnieski et al., 2019). On
the other hand, ZGA has been implicated as upstream of cell cycle slowing. Premature
activation of transcription does lead to early cell cycle slowing in flies, while transcription
inhibition leads to its delay (in contrast to frogs and fish) (Sung et al., 2013; Edgar and Datar,
1996; Shermoen et al., 2010). In flies, zygotic transcripts such as fruhstart (frs or z600) and
tribbles are known to directly regulate core cell cycle components (Grosshans and Wieschaus,
2000; Grosshans et al., 2003; Di Talia et al., 2013; Farrell and O’Farrell, 2013; Sung et al.,
2013). In addition, the association of RNA-polymerase with DNA has been proposed to cause
replication stress which activates the DNA damage checkpoint to slow the cell cycle (Blythe and
Wieschaus, 2015b).
Given this complex interdependence between the cell cycle and transcription, the question of
whether the effect of N/C ratio on transcription is direct or indirect has remained open (Figure
1B). In vitro, at least one transcript is directly sensitive to the N/C ratio in cell cycle arrested
Xenopus egg extracts, but it is unclear if this direct relationship is maintained in vivo for any or
all genes (Amodeo et al., 2015). In vivo, manipulations in ploidy coupled with RNA-seq,
microarrays, or qPCR have found that haploid Drosophila, Xenopus, and zebrafish embryos
have reduced gene expression when compared to their wild type counterparts with a spectrum
of N/C-dependence across transcribed genes (Lu et al., 2009; Jevtić and Levy, 2017; Chan et
al., 2019;). However, these experiments are ill suited to determine if the observed changes in
transcription are a direct response to the altered N/C ratio or an indirect response to changes in
cell cycle duration because they lack the temporal resolution required to properly account for the
cumulative changes in interphase length. Moreover, experiments that examine endogenous
genes in ploidy manipulated embryos are inherently confounded by the effect that ploidy has on
template availability. Whole embryo sequencing based approaches also destroy the spatial
information within an embryo which is important since many of the early genes are spatially
patterned. Fixed tissue imaging-based approaches such as in situ hybridization or labeled
ribonucleotide incorporation can avoid the latter problem, but also lack the temporal resolution
required to fully address if and how transcriptional dynamics respond to the N/C ratio.
In this study, we have employed the MS2-MCP system to directly and quantitatively investigate
the effects of the N/C ratio on real-time transcriptional dynamics in the early Drosophila embryo.
This system allows us to follow the transcription of candidate genes over the course of several
cell cycles with <30 second temporal resolution. We find that for all of the genes studied, N/Cratio-dependent changes in interphase duration result in proportional changes in total
transcription output within a given cycle. For the majority of genes studied, even those that had
previously been classified as N/C-ratio dependent, we find no direct effect of ploidy on the
number of transcribing nuclei or activation kinetics suggesting that their regulation is
downstream of cell cycle changes. However, for the cell cycle regulator frs, we find that the
timing of transcription activation is directly dependent on the N/C ratio, such that fewer nuclei
are activated in haploids of the same cycle. Therefore, we conclude that while all genes are
affected by the N/C ratio through cell cycle duration, a subset of genes including frs contain
regulatory elements that respond directly to the N/C ratio.
Results:
Total transcriptional output is sensitive to N/C ratio
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First, we sought to characterize the transcriptional dynamics of previously categorized N/C-ratiodependent and N/C-ratio-independent genes during the Drosophila early cycles in response to
changes in ploidy (Lu et al 2009). Since Drosophila forgo cytokinesis until the MBT when the
resulting syncytium is cellularized, these first 13 divisions are referred to as nuclear cycles
(NCs, not to be confused with the N/C ratio). We used the sesame/Hira185b (ssm185b)
mutation to prevent sperm chromatin decondensation and generate haploid embryos (referred
to hereafter as haploids) (Loppin et al., 2000, 2001, 2005). The cycle lengths of these haploid
embryos are shifted by precisely one nuclear cycle (e.g., duration of diploid NC13 = haploid
NC14) and undergo one additional nuclear division in order to reach the same N/C ratio (where
N is proportional to the total amount of DNA, not number of nuclei) as their diploid counterparts
(Figure 1A) (Edgar et al., 1986; Lu et al., 2009, Di Talia et al., 2013; Farrell and O’Farrell, 2013;
Blythe and Wieschaus, 2016; Shindo and Amodeo, 2019). We visualized nascent transcription
in the developing embryo through the MS2-MCP system (Bertrand et al., 1998; Forrest and
Gavis, 2003; Golding et al., 2005; Larson et al., 2011; Garcia et al., 2013). When the inserted 24
MS2 repeats are transcribed the nascent RNA is bound by MCP:GFP, resulting in a
fluorescence signal that is directly proportional to transcription output (Garcia et al., 2013;
Fukaya et al., 2016). Thus, this system provides a sensitive and high-resolution live readout of
transcriptional activity. To remove the confounding effects of copy number on transcriptional
output we compared wild-type (WT) embryos that were heterozygous for a given MS2 construct
to haploids which also only contained a single copy (see Method Details). This platform allows
us to directly measure the effects of the N/C ratio on transcription fully controlled for both cell
cycle time and template availability.
Since we were interested in the features that underlie N/C ratio sensitivity we chose three genes
that had been previously identified as N/C-ratio-dependent (knirps, giant, and fruhstart) and one
N/C-ratio-independent gene (snail) for our analysis (Lu et al 2009; Fukaya et al., 2016). We
found that knirps (kni) and giant (gt) have broadly similar behavior and therefore focus on kni as
an example N/C-dependent gene and sna as an example N/C-independent gene (Figure S1A
and S1C). To confirm that transcription is delayed in haploids, we measured the total amount of
mRNA production for each nuclear cycle from NC10 to NC14 (or NC15 for haploid). We found
that for all of the genes that we studied, including the N/C-independent gene snail (sna), the
cumulative output of each haploid cycle appears to be delayed by precisely one cycle as
compared to WT (Figure 2A and 2B, Figure S1), consistent with previous reports of
transcriptional delays in embryos with reduced ploidy, but inconsistent with the previous N/C
ratio-dependent or time-dependent categorizations (Lu et al., 2009). To understand the
underlying cause of this change in transcriptional output, we plotted average fluorescent signal
across all transcribing nuclei over time (Figure 2C and 2D, Figure 4G, Figure S2C). For all
genes, we observed premature termination of transcription in the shortened haploid cycles
which explains much of the difference in total per nucleus output (Figure 2C and 2D, Fig S2C).
Indeed, when fluorescent signal is aligned by equivalent N/C ratio, and therefore cell cycle
duration (e.g. WT NC13 and haploid NC14), the transcriptional trajectories of haploid and WT
better align (Figure 2E and 2F, Figure S2D). These findings suggest that N/C-ratio-dependent
changes in the duration of the transcriptional window may underlie the observed changes in
total output within a cell cycle, however they do not rule out additional direct N/C ratio
dependent effects.
The N/C ratio modulates transcriptional output through control of the cell cycle
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Next, we sought to more deeply investigate the possibility of direct N/C-ratio-dependent effects
on the transcriptional machinery. If the regulatory elements of a given gene are directly sensing
the N/C ratio we would expect effects on polymerase loading, transcription initiation, or the rate
of elongation independent of the observed effects of cell cycle duration. These differences
would manifest in changes in the kinetics of the MS2 reporter such as the timing of first MS2
detection, maximum amplitude of transcriptional signal, and/or the initial slope of activation
(Figure 3A). To examine the kinetics of initial transcriptional activation we measured the
transcriptional output in the first 2.5 minutes after transcriptional initiation, which includes only
the rising phase for all samples (Fig 3D and 3E). We find the output in the first 2.5 minutes for
kni, gt, frs, and sna transcriptional activity are consistent between WT and haploids within all
haploid and WT cell cycles (Figure 3D and 3E, Figure 4E, Figure S2B). We note that both
genotypes display a small increase in the initial output with age, consistent with transcriptional
memory or increased translation of transcriptional activators (Ferraro et al., 2016; Foo et al.,
2014; Yamada et al., 2019). From this we conclude that the kinetics of initial transcriptional
activation are not sensitive to the N/C ratio (Figure 3D and 3E). In contrast, we found that the
maximum amplitude of the MS2 signal within a given cell cycle was, in fact, reduced in haploids
as compared to WT for kni, gt, frs, and sna (Figure S3). However, since the signal in the early
cycles never reaches steady state, we reasoned that the shortened cell cycle may be
responsible for this observation due to premature truncation during the rising phase (Figure 2CF).
Since the shorter cell cycle in haploids makes it difficult to disentangle the effect of cell cycle
duration versus N/C-ratio on transcription, we compared haploids to diploid embryos with
similarly shortened cell cycles produced by mutation of checkpoint kinase 1 (grp/chk1, referred
to hereafter as short-cycle diploid) (Blythe and Wieschaus, 2015b; Fogarty et al., 1994; Sibon et
al., 1997). These embryos die after NC13 and therefore cannot be analyzed further.
Unsurprisingly, the duration of active transcription scales directly with cell cycle duration for all
genes (Fig 3B and 3C, Figure S2A). As predicted, we found the maximum amplitude achieved
within a cycle was indistinguishable between short-cycle-diploids and haploid for kni, frs and sna
(Figure S3A, S3C, and S3D). Additionally, we found that the output in the first 2.5 minutes was
unchanged in short-cycle-diploids (Figure 3D and 3E). This indicates that the small change in
the maximum amplitude observed between WT and haploid can be attributed to changes in cell
cycle duration or cell cycle state, not changes in the underlying competency of the transcription
machinery. Indeed, when matched by nuclear cycle the short-cycle-diploids and haploid
average trajectories are nearly identical despite the two-fold difference in ploidy (Figure 2F and
2G). Therefore, the N/C ratio does not directly affect any observable transcriptional parameter
within those nuclei that activate for all of the genes in our study.
The regulatory elements of a subset of genes respond directly to the N/C ratio
While the N/C ratio does not affect the slopes or maximum amplitudes of transcription of
transcribing nuclei for any of the genes that we assayed, the N/C ratio could also alter the
probability that a nucleus ever initiates transcription at all within a cycle. In this case, we would
expect that the number of nuclei that become transcriptionally active at any point during the cell
cycle would be reduced in haploids as compared to WT. It is important to note that ploidy does
not change the total number of nuclei in a given cycle, only the amount of DNA in each nucleus
(Figure 4A-D, Figure S4). We found that for the majority of genes that we studied (kni, gt, and
sna) the total number of transcribing nuclei was indistinguishable between haploids and WT
(Figure 4A and C, Figure S4). In fact, for these genes the total number of nuclei that transcribe
at any point approximately doubles with each cycle in both genotypes, indicating that the
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percent of nuclei transcribing is relatively constant for kni, gt, and sna throughout the syncytial
blastoderm cycles (Figure 4C, Figure S4). This result highlights the gradual, non-switch-like
nature of transcription activation of many early zygotic genes (Edgar and Schubiger, 1986;
Pritchard and Schubiger, 1996).
However, one gene, the cell cycle regulator frs, was directly N/C ratio sensitive in its probability
of transcriptional activation. frs is a ubiquitously expressed cyclin-CDK1 inhibitor, which is
involved in cell cycle slowing at the MBT (Grosshans et al., 2003; Lu et al., 2009; Gawliński et
al., 2007). Unlike the steady progression observed in other genes that we examined, frs
activation is highly switchlike with only 16% of nuclei active in WT NC12 jumping to 80% in WT
NC13 (Figure 4D). Moreover, we found the switch from majority inactive to majority active nuclei
was delayed by precisely one cell cycle in haploids (Figure 4B and 4D). After haploid NC14, frs
is fully activated and the number of nuclei actively transcribing doubles to the total number of
nuclei in haploid NC15, as we observed in the other genes (Figure 4D). Critically, the number of
active nuclei were comparable in NC13 between WT and in short-cycle-diploids (Figure 4D),
demonstrating that the switch-like activation of frs is a direct effect of ploidy, independent of cell
cycle duration.
A similar pattern is displayed when comparing the total per nucleus output of frs in active
nuclei to that of the other genes in this study that is highly reflective of cell cycle duration in both
haploids and short-cycle-diploids (Figure 4F and 4G, Figure S1D). The initial slope of
transcription initiation in those nuclei that do initiate in the earlier cycles is unaffected by ploidy
(Figure 4E and 4G). These results indicate that the regulatory elements of frs are directly
responsive to the N/C ratio in a binary on/off fashion and that the N/C ratio has no detectable
additional effect on transcription kinetics.
Discussion:
Here we have shown that the total transcriptional output during the MBT is a function of the N/C
ratio for several zygotic genes in Drosophila regardless of their previous categorization. For
these genes, the primary, and many cases only, effect is due to N/C-dependent changes in the
length of the transcriptional window. This results in less total mRNA production within a given
cycle due to the abortion of transcription at mitosis (Shermoen and O’Farrell, 1991; Rothe et al.,
1992; Djabrayan et al., 2019; Kwasnieski et al., 2019). However, for at least one gene, frs,
transcriptional activation is directly sensitive to the N/C ratio. frs is uniquely switch-like in our
study, which may be a consequence of its responsiveness to the exponentially increasing N/C
ratio (Figure 4B and 4D). This process may set a threshold for the recruitment of polymerase to,
or more likely, release from pausing at the frs promoter. The promoter of frs, as well as the other
genes we assayed, are already nucleosome-free by NC11 indicating chromatin opening alone
cannot explain their differences in timing (Blythe and Wieschaus, 2016). Nonetheless, frs is
responsive to experimental alterations in histone availability which is decreasing over the course
of the early divisions (Wilky et al., 2019; Shindo and Amodeo, 2019). This is in contrast to the
other zygotic genes that do not respond directly to the N/C ratio (sna, kni, and gt) which also
have limited histone sensitivity (Wilky et al., 2019).
In addition to its switch like behavior, frs is unique in our gene set as a cell cycle regulator, while
the others are developmental patterning genes. Frs protein binds and inhibits cyclins to slow the
cell cycle (Gawliński et al., 2007). Therefore, the finding that frs transcription directly responds
to the N/C ratio places it in an excellent position to be the primary N/C ratio sensor that couples
transcription to the cell cycle (Grosshans and Wieschaus, 2000; Grosshans et al., 2003).
However, frs transcription alone cannot explain the entire phenomenon of N/C-ratio-dependent
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cell cycle slowing as only a small percentage of frs mutant embryos show defects in this
process (Grosshans et al., 2003). Therefore, other N/C-ratio-sensitive transcripts, or
transcription independent N/C ratio sensing mechanisms must be involved. Here, another
putative N/C-ratio-sensitive cell cycle regulator, tribbles is an excellent candidate and will
require further study to determine its ability to directly respond to the N/C ratio (Grosshans and
Wieschaus, 2000; Farrell and O’Farrell, 2013).
We also note that most manipulations of the N/C ratio are, in fact, manipulations in ploidy. In
these cases, we speculate the transcript accumulation is much more dramatically affected than
the simple response to N/C-ratio-dependent cell cycle duration since the amount of template for
a given transcript would be halved. Template reduction could also directly affect the process of
cell cycle slowing. For example, in the proposed model where RNA-polymerase on the DNA
acts as the source of replication stress, simply halving the amount of DNA without changing
other aspects of transcription would halve the number of such conflicts embryo-wide (Blythe and
Wieschaus, 2015b). This may permit an additional cell cycle in haploids to allow for the critical
number of global conflicts to induce the checkpoint response to slow the cell cycle. Our findings
suggest that this may be the dominant mode of action since the majority of genes do not appear
to directly respond to the N/C ratio. Additionally, they constrain the available models for how the
N/C ratio influences both the cell cycle and transcription, directly or indirectly. In sum, we have
demonstrated that the N/C ratio regulates all zygotic transcription in Drosophila by shortening
the cell cycle with a subset of genes exhibiting additional upstream regulation through N/C-ratio
dependent modulation of the probability of transcription initiation.
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Figure 1: The Nuclear to cytoplasmic (N/C) ratio regulates cell cycle and transcription
(A) Cell cycle elongation and transcription activation (as illustrated by a cartoon of the knirps
transcription pattern) are both delayed by reduction of the N/C ratio through reduction in ploidy.
Haploid embryos undergo one additional fast cell cycle to restore the correct N/C ratio before
cell cycle slowing, and all previous nuclear cycles (NCs) are correspondingly shortened (haploid
NC14 is equivalent to wild-type NC13 and so on). Transcription is similarly delayed. (B) Since
the N/C ratio affects both cell cycle and transcription it is difficult to disentangle which event is
upstream or if both sense the N/C ratio independently. Shorter cell cycles necessarily entail less
time for transcription within a given cycle.
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Figure 2: Total transcriptional output depends on the N/C ratio
(A) Representative images of total RNA output for previously categorized N/C-ratio-dependent
gene, kni, in wild-type (WT) NC13-NC14 and haploid NC13-15. Color legend represents total
cumulative output per nucleus per cycle (A.U.). Inset shows endogenous kni pattern and dotted
box indicates the area under analysis. Scale bar represents 10 µm (B) Same as A except for
previously categorized N/C-independent gene, sna. (C) Average kni-MS2 signal for all
transcribing nuclei aligned by nuclear cycle. Haploids have shortened interphase and lower total
transcriptional output compared to WT. Data represented as mean ± SEM. Grey boxes
represent mitoses. (D) Same as C except for N/C-independent gene, sna. (E) kni-MS2 signal for
all transcribing nuclei aligned by the N/C ratio. Data represented as mean ± SEM. Grey boxes
represent mitoses. (F) Same as F except for sna. 6 WT and 4 haploid, and 4 WT and 3 haploid
biological replicate embryos were analyzed for kni-MS2 and sna-MS2, respectively.
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Figure 3: The N/C ratio modulates nuclear transcriptional output through cell cycle
duration
(A) Schematic of different parameters that could affect transcriptional output per nucleus when
controlled for cell cycle duration. If the transcriptional output post initiation was directly
responsive to the N/C ratio one or more of these parameters would be changed. (B)
Comparison of interphase duration (line plots) and kni transcription duration (boxplots) of WT
(blue), haploid (yellow), and short-cycle-diploid (green) embryos. Line plots display interphase
length for WT, haploid, and short-cycle-diploid embryos. Data represents mean and SEM.
Dashed line corresponds to WT NC14 and haploid NC15 interphase length, which was not
plotted to better highlight differences in the earlier cell cycles. Boxplots show minimum (10%),
lower (25%), median, upper (75%), and maximum (90%) quantiles. Outliers are shown as ‘+’.
(C) Same as B except for sna. short-cycle-diploid embryos slightly longer cell cycle duration
compared to haploid, though comparable transcriptional windows. (D) Boxplots of total kni
transcripts produced per nucleus for WT, short-cycle-diploid, and haploid embryos within the
first 2.5 minutes after transcription initiation. Boxplots show minimum (10%), lower (25%),
median, upper (75%), and maximum (90%) quantiles. Outliers are shown as ‘+’. Outliers above
the dashed line were collapsed to preserve scaling of Y-axis. Number of outlier values over the
cut-off are given after ‘+’.(E) Same as D except for sna. (F) Average kni-MS2 signal for all
transcribing nuclei in haploid and short-cycle-diploid embryos. Data represent mean ± SEM.
Grey boxes represent mitoses. (G) Same as F except for sna. 47 NC11, 184 NC12, 658 NC13,
and 1051 NC14 nuclei from 6 replicate kni-MS2 WT embryos were analyzed. 42 NC11, 121
NC12, 393 NC13, 755 NC14, and 1218 NC15 nuclei from 4 replicate kni-MS2 haploid embryos
were analyzed. 25 NC11, 68 NC12, and 267 NC13 nuclei from 4 replicate kni-MS2 short-cyclediploid embryos were analyzed. 109 NC11, 163 NC12, 272 NC13, and 1283 NC14 nuclei from 4
replicate sna-MS2 WT embryos were analyzed. 58 NC11, 153 NC12, 239 NC13, 375 NC14,
and 1259 NC15 nuclei from 3 replicate sna-MS2 haploid embryos were analyzed. 146 NC11,
175 NC12, and 139 NC13 nuclei from 4 replicate sna-MS2 short-cycle-diploid embryos were
analyzed.
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Figure 4: A subset of genes respond directly to the N/C ratio
(A) Example images where active nuclei are false colored in blue or yellow for WT and haploids
respectively. Active nuclei are defined as nuclei where the total MS2 intensity crossed a
threshold for more than 30% of a given cycle’s duration. Scale bar represents 10 µm. (B) Same
as A except for another previously defined N/C-dependent gene, fruhstart (frs / Z600). Unlike
kni, the increase in the number of active nuclei for frs is delayed in haploids. (C) Plot of total
active nuclei for kni in WT, short-cycling-diploid, and haploid embryos by cell cycle. Grey bars
represent all nuclei in the frame, colored bars represent total actively transcribing nuclei. Data
represented as mean ± SEM. (D) Same as C except for frs. (E) Boxplots of total frs transcripts
produced per nucleus for WT, short-cycling-diploid, and haploid embryos in the first 2.5 minutes
after transcription initiation. Boxplot shows minimum (10%), lower (25%), median, upper (75%),
and maximum (90%) quantiles. Outliers are shown as ‘+’. (F) Comparison of interphase duration
(line plots) and frs transcription duration (boxplots) of WT (blue), haploid (yellow), and shortcycling-diploid (green) embryos. Line plots display interphase length for WT, haploid, and shortcycling-diploid embryos. Data represents mean ± SEM. Dashed line corresponds to NC14 and
NC15 interphase length of WT and haploid, respectively, truncated to better highlight
differences in the earlier cell cycles. Boxplots of frs transcription duration per nucleus. Boxplot
shows minimum (10%), lower (25%), median, upper (75%), and maximum (90%) quantiles.
Outliers are shown as ‘+’. Total period of active transcription scales with interphase duration.
(G) frs-MS2 signal for all transcribing nuclei in WT, short-cycle-diploid, and haploid embryos.
Data represented as mean ± SEM. Grey boxes represent mitoses. 23 NC11, 55 NC12, 791
NC13, and 1921 NC14 nuclei from 5 replicate frs-MS2 WT embryos were analyzed. 10 NC11,
17 NC12, 177 NC13, 1355 NC14, and 1510 NC15 nuclei from 4 replicate frs-MS2 haploid
embryos were analyzed. 24 NC11, 97 NC12, and 546 NC13 nuclei from 4 replicate frs-MS2
short-cycle-diploid embryos were analyzed.

